Force Lists

Forces of the Abyss

The Abyss lies many leagues north-east
of Basilea, and yet for many it is still too
close for comfort, for it is the home of all
that is evil in Mantica. Around the outer
edges of the Abyss have grown many
evil civilisations, corrupted by the dark
influence that leaks from within. The
empires of the Twilight Kin and Abyssal
Dwarves as well as countless Orcs, Goblins
and other wretched creatures all exist
there. Further down this hellish crevasse,
the taint of the malevolent energies of the
Wicked Ones becomes stronger, and things
far worse than Orcs dwell.

Forces of the Abyss
Special Rules
Alignment: Evil
Abyssal Vengeance
All units in this list have Fury, unless
specified otherwise.

The Abyss is a chasm, both literal and
metaphorical, in the skin of the world. It is
thought by many to be a vast, physical cleft
in the earth, leading to some cyclopean,
volcanic depth far below. This is only
partly true, for mortals must ever reconcile
that which they cannot understand with
absolutes. The deeper one ventures into
this dizzying realm of darkness, the more it
becomes obvious that the Abyss and all its
denizens are anathema to natural law.
The veil between planes of existence is
thin, a dark parody of the power of the
old Celestians to walk between worlds.
Bare rock breathes with bilious life;
black smoke coils with dark sentience,
corrupting all that breathe it; measureless
caverns convulse and twist into labyrinths
that would take a lifetime to traverse.
Countless tortured souls gibber as they
suffer exquisite pain in the endless dark,
their fevered imaginings giving form to
new realities, new monstrosities, and new
sorceries. Deep down in the shadows and
billowing fumes, perpetually lit by the glow
of hellish red fires, fouler creatures reside
– beings of unfettered evil, whose very
existence is an abomination against the
natural order of things, living in a twisted
mirror of the celestial orders above.
These are the Abyssals, immortal servants
of the Father of Lies. The Abyssals are
emanations of their Lord’s mind – pure Evil
incarnated. They are organized into a strict
hierarchy, which perversely mirrors that
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effigies of nameless gods from forgotten
planes, at their feet lumbering Molochs
train endlessly for war in brutal testing
grounds. As opposed to the Wicked Ones,
the foul Archfiends can leave the Abyss
when the signs are right, and will march
at the head of their legions to unleash the
Power of the Abyss upon the world.
Beyond these dominating planes, the story
is much the same. Each Circle of the Abyss
increases in size to accommodate the
burgeoning hordes that dwell there, and
yet diminishes in power the farther from
the sight of the Wicked Ones they are cast.

of the celestial hosts of the Shining Ones,
and is related to which level, or ‘circle’ of
the Abyss in which they reside. Ruling over
this hierarchy are the supreme beings that
dwell in the depths of the Seventh Circle,
which is at the very bottom of the Abyss
– they are the twenty-seven Wicked Ones,
brethren of the Father of Lies, bound by
the power of Domivar never to leave the
Abyss, and yet ever plotting and scheming
to exert their will onto the mortal realm.
It is said that the Wicked Ones live in the
Eternal Dark, inimical to life both mortal
and Abyssal, and yet these godlike beings
endure, their power manifest in every
corner of their realm.
The will of the Wicked Ones is interpreted
and enacted by the most powerful of their
servants – the Archfiends, Lords of the
Sixth Circle, who are the generals of the
Abyssal host, creatures of great might,
both physical and sorcerous. The Sixth
Circle has never been seen by mortal
eyes, and if it were it would surely drive
them to madness. In these cursed depths,
impossible towers of brimstone and
gleaming crystal twist into endless skies
of fire and blood. Atop monuments made
from the remains of vanquished foes sit

The Fifth Circle is the abode of the Abyssal
Champions, crafty lower Abyssals that have
gained the favour of the Wicked Ones and
been elevated to levels of power beyond
what most of their kind can imagine. These
Champions draw countless slaves from the
lesser circles to construct mighty fortresses
and monuments to their strength, exerting
cruel power over their one-time brethren.
It is not unknown for a Champion to rise
as a mighty conqueror, bloated with power,
and to take to the mortal world at the head
of his own army.
The Fourth Circle is a plane of fire, which
feeds the volcanic pits that mark the bounds
between the Dark and the mortal realm.
Here, the blessed children of Ariagful walk
upon conflagrating seas, seeking egress
into the world beyond. It is a realm ruled
over by the demonic Efreets, who oversee
the forging of great artefacts for the armies
of the Archfiends.
The Third Circle is a wellspring of magic
and corruption that feeds the other circles,
above and below. Here, Succubi and
Temptresses practice perverse sorceries
on victims plucked from the mortal realm,
while lumbering Chroneas manipulate
time itself so that the tortured souls can
experience their torment for all eternity.
The Second Circle is a wild land, a blasted
waste inhabited by bestial creatures of raw
strength and rage. Across plains of ash,
hordes of nomadic horsemen engage in the
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endless hunt. Once mortal, these creatures
are now corrupted beyond recognition, and
ride down the tortured souls of the Abyss
for sport.
The bulk of the Abyssal denizens are born
of the First Circle, which straddles both the
mortal realm and the incorporeal domains
below. Here, in seemingly limitless
numbers, Lower Abyssals and winged
Gargoyles are birthed from volcanic pits,
breathing in toxic miasma as if it were
clean air. These sly, cruel creatures are
usually to be found tending to the torture
of mortals who have been dragged back
to the Abyss, but fight for supremacy
amongst themselves constantly, so that
when they are summoned to war they have
already been tempered by battle. Tiny Imps
scamper through black caverns, serving
the more powerful Abyssal Warriors as
a means to survive, or else ending up as
prey for the many predators that lurk in
the darkness.
At the signal from the Archfiends, great
shadow-bridges are formed between the

circles, and the Molochs adopt the role of
enforcers, herding the Abyssals together
into a mighty demonic horde. Plumes of
ash and coruscating arcs of pure magic
erupt from the heart of the Abyss. Warhorns sound, and the ground trembles as
the armies of the Wicked Ones begin their
march of conquest. When these creatures
venture forth from the pit, they spread
like a stain across the surface of the world.
Crops wither and die under their tread, and
their shadow blights the world until they
are banished back to the Dark whence they
came, but always at great cost.
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Abyssal Guard
Unit Size

Gargoyles*

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Infantry

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

5

3+

–

5+

10 11/13 110

Troop (10)

10

3+

9/11

Regiment (20)

5

3+

–

5+

12 15/17 160

Special

4+

–

8

80

Special

Base Sizes: 25x25mm, Fly, Regeneration (3+), Vicious

Regeneration (5+)

Note: this unit does not have the Fury special rule.

Options

These lesser Abyssals of limited intelligence
follow the armies of their evil kin, darkening
the skies like a sinister pall, ready to plunge
on the wounded and the stragglers with
voracious appetite.

• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free
(lower Defence to 4+, gain Crushing Strength (1)

The existence of a Lower Abyssal is one
governed by constant violence and bloodshed,
even amongst themselves. Those who rise to
the top of the pile, by dint of cunning, martial
prowess or most likely a combination of the
two, will earn the right to don ceremonial
armour and wield more powerful weapons.

Larvae
Unit Size

Infantry
De Att

Ne Pts

Horde (40)

Sp Me Ra
5

6+

–

4+

25

-/22 130

Legion (60)

5

6+

–

4+

30

-/28 190

Special
Ensnare, Shambling

Fleshlings
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

5

5+

–

4+

Regiment (20) 5

5+

–

4+

12 14/16 90

Horde (40)

5+

–

4+

25 21/23 150

5

10 10/12 65

Those tortured mortals who have lost all trace
of cognisance and sanity are often bundled
together into a mass of wailing soul-vessels,
terrible to behold. They are driven forward by
their Abyssal torturers with pitch-forks and
barbed whips, demonstrating beyond doubt that
to face the Abyss is to lose all hope.

Options
• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free
(lower Defence to 3+, gain Crushing Strength (1))

There are some mortals for whom the lure
of the Abyss is too great. Men, Elves and
Dwarfs often make their way to the great
chasm, setting up camp on its outskirts
and worshipping the dark denizens below.
Becoming ever more twisted and corrupt, they
follow the Abyssal legions to war in great,
ragtag mobs.

Lower Abyssals
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Sp Me Ra
5

4+

–

Infantry
De Att
4+

Ne Pts

10 10/12 85

Regiment (20)

5

4+

–

4+

12 14/16 120

Horde (40)

5

4+

–

4+

25 21/23 200

Special
Regeneration (5+)

Options
• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free
(lower Defence to 3+, gain Crushing Strength (1)

Flamebearers
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

5

5+

4+

3+

8

10/12 105

Regiment (20) 5

5+

4+

3+

10 14/16 140

Special

Given life by the energies of the most dark and
powerful magic, these semi-corporeal creatures
take on the shape of the worst nightmares of
mortal races. Red skinned and vicious, they are
capable fighters who slay their foes with wicked
blades and flaming attacks.

Firebolts, Piercing (1), Regeneration (5+)

These lesser Abyssals are pressed into service
of the Efreet. Imbued with fire magic, they cast
bolts of flaming energy at their foes, searing the
battlefield with sorcerous fire.
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Succubi
Unit Size

Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

6

3+

–

3+

20 10/12 135

Regiment (20)

6

3+

–

3+

25 14/16 190

Unit Size
Troop (5)

Cavalry

Sp Me Ra
9

4+

–

De Att
4+

Ne Pts

15 10/12 125

Special

Special

Height 1, Nimble, Thunderous Charge (1)

Ensnare, Stealthy.

The embodiment of a mortal’s basest desires,
Succubi are torturers and tormentors, who use
their seductive appearance to lull their enemies
into submission, drawing them close before
tearing them limb from limb with their razorsharp blades.

Abyssal Horsemen
Unit Size

Hellhounds

Sp Me Ra

Cavalry

De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (5)

8

3+

–

5+

9

Regiment (10)

8

3+

–

5+

18 14/16 215

A Hellhound is a vicious beast with three
demonic heads and snapping jaws full of
enormous teeth. Used as hunting dogs by the
denizens of the Abyss, these terrifying beasts are
as ferocious as they are ugly and unpredictable
– prone to attack anything within reach, friend
or foe.

Imps*
Unit Size

11/13 140

Large Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

5

5+

–

3+

12 11/13 70

Horde (6)

5

5+

–

3+

24 14/16 105

Special

Special

Crushing Strength (1), Thunderous Charge (1)

Height 0, Vicious

These mysterious, heavily armoured riders are often
armed with lances or huge, two-handed weapons.
It is said that they were once mortal, and yet were
elevated to the service of the Wicked Ones. It is
tales such as these that prove a persistent lure to
mortals who lust after power at any cost.

These diminutive Homunculi are found on every
level of the Abyss, whether as servants, pets,
torturers or tasty delicacies. They are chittering,
spiteful, vicious little monsters, as like to slit a
warrior’s throat as to play a childish prank
on him.
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Chroneas
Unit Size
1

Monster

Sp Me Ra
5

-

–

De Att
5+

-

Ne Pts
16/18 210

Special
Breath Attack (20), Pathfinder, Piercing (1),
Tempus (this unit cannot be Disordered)

It is said that these black-skinned beasts have
roamed the world since its creation, and only
after the Sundering found service in the legions
of the Wicked Ones. Around them, time can
flow faster or more slowly than elsewhere, and
their enemies are often caused to wither and die
in a heartbeat as the curse of ages is placed
upon them.

Abyssal Champion
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
5

3+

–

Hero (Inf)

De Att
5+

5

Ne Pts
13/15 135

Special

Molochs
Unit Size

Large Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Crushing Strength (1), Individual, Inspiring,
Regeneration (5+).

Options

Regiment (3)

5

4+

–

4+

12 12/15 130

• Can have wings for +40 pts (gaining Fly and
increasing Speed to 10)

Horde (6)

5

4+

–

4+

24 15/18 200

• Lightning Bolt (5), for +40pts
• Can ride an abyssal mount, increasing Speed to 8,
for +20 pts and changing to Hero (Cav)

Special
Base Size: 50x50mm, Crushing Strength (2), Brutal

Huge, lumbering beasts, and more powerful
cousins to the Lower Abyssals, Molochs tend to
be solitary creatures, for their rage can barely
be contained. Occasionally they band together
into small groups when war calls, but these
pacts never last for long before another bout of
infighting breaks out.

Tortured Souls
Unit Size

An Abyssal Champion is a Lower Abyssal that
has distinguished itself under the watchful gaze
of the Archfiends (or, rarely, of the Lords of the
Abyss themselves). Rewarded with powers far
superior to his dark kin, the creature has now
become a leader amongst them: an example to
follow and a cruel master to be obeyed.

Efreet

Large Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Unit Size

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

10

4+

–

4+

9

-/15 145

Horde (6)

10

4+

–

4+

18

-/18 220

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Fly, Lifeleech (2), Shambling

The degenerates known as ‘Tortured Souls’ are
those adventurers who thought themselves strong
enough to defy the lure of the Abyss. Stripped
of all identity, they are little more than beasts,
driven by the instinctive desire to drain the souls
of the living, in the hope that they might free
themselves from their eternal torment.

1

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra
7

4+

–

De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
11/13 135

Special
Fireball (20), Individual, Pathfinder

Moulded by the furnaces of the infernal pit,
Efreets are suffused in flickering, magical
flames. They propel themselves forwards on a
column of fire, and shoot fireballs from their
clawed fists, which burn hot enough to melt
armour and turn bones to ash in the blink of
an eye.
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Abyssal Temptress
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
6

3+

–

Hero (Inf)

De Att
4+

5

Ne Pts

Abyssal Harbinger
Unit Size

11/13 90

1

Sp Me Ra
5

5+

4+

Hero (Inf)
De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
10/12 60

Special

Special

Ensnare, Individual, Inspiring (Succubi only), Stealthy

Firebolt, Individual, Inspiring, Piercing (1),
Regeneration (5+).

Options
• Bane Chant (2) for +15 pts

Options

• Wind Blast (6) for +30 pts

• Can ride an abyssal mount, increasing Speed to 8,
for +15 pts and changing to Hero (Cav)

• Can have wings for +30 pts (gaining Fly and
increasing Speed to 10)

The matriarchs of the Succubi orders, Temptresses
oversee the eternal torture and delicious pain of
the most prized captives in the Abyss. In battle,
they can appear as beautiful maids, irresistible
to all, and yet in an instant become a fanged
harridan bringing swift death to their foes.

For many Lower Abyssals, life in the Abyss
is violent and short, with no chance to attain
the favour of their masters. There are some,
however, possessed of more ambition than
to merely accept their lot. These creatures
sometimes strike unholy alliances with the
lesser beasts of the First Circle, fusing with their
mount to create an altogether new, and utterly
freakish, abomination.
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Archfiend of the Abyss
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
7

3+

–

Ne Pts

Unit Size

16/18 250

1

De Att
5+

The Lord of Lies [1]

Hero (Mon)
9

Hero (Lrg Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
10

3+

–

5+

5

Ne Pts
15/20 300

Special

Special

Brutal, Crushing Strength (2), Inspiring,
Thunderous Charge (2), Vicious

Crushing Strength (2), Ensnare, Fly, Inspiring,
Lightning Bolt (7), Stealthy, Thunderous Charge (2)

Options

The most devious of Archfiends, many believe
this infernal creature is an avatar of Oskan
himself; a limited means for the Father of Lies
to escape the Eternal Dark. Many an opposing
army has ended up tearing itself to pieces when
faced with the subtle, manipulative powers of
this most devious of fiends.

• Can have wings, gaining Fly and increasing Speed
to 10 for +50 pts
• Lightning Bolt (5), for +25pts

Favoured of the Wicked Ones and generals
supreme of the Abyssal legions, the Archfiends
are the only denizens of the Abyss able to
commune directly with their dark overlords.
Creatures of great power, these towering
Abyssals take many forms, from bloated,
hellish behemoths to winged monstrosities.

The Well of Souls [1]
Unit Size
1

Ba’su’su the Vile [1]
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
10

3+

–

5+

8

Ne Pts
15/17 220

Special
Base Size: 25x25mm, Crushing Strength (2),
Fly, Individual, Inspiring (Gargoyles only),
Regeneration (5+), Vicious

Vile Spawn
If your army includes Ba’su’su, for +20 pts you may
upgrade a single unit of Gargoyles to represent his
flock of elder Gargoyles. This unit has Defence 4+ and
Crushing Strength (1).

A halfbreed of great power, Ba’su’su the Vile,
Lord of Gargoyles, is a mighty pinioned monster,
tormented by the low status his halfbreed nature
condemns him to.

Hero (Mon)

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

10

5+

-/20 275

4+

–

10

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Fly, Inspiring, Lifeleech (5),
Shambling, Soul Drain

Sould Drain
The Well of Souls pulls the life force from the enemy
and feeds the Abyssal army. When the Well of Souls is
given an order, it may take up to 20 points of damage
on itself. However, this cannot take it to more than
20 damage in total. For each point of damage taken in
this way, it may remove one point of damage from a
friendly non-Allied unit within 9”. The Well of Souls
will not take a nerve test for damage taken in this way.

The screaming void at the heart of the Abyss
given form, it is hard to tell if the Well of Souls
is sentient or merely a force of destruction.
It tears across the battlefield as a screaming
vortex, ripping the very souls from mortal foes
and sucking them into the Abyss.
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Abyssal Dwarfs

The Abyss is not merely a physical rent in
the earth, but a literal tear in reality itself.
Populated by creatures of nightmare, brought
into being by the will of the Wicked Ones who
are exiled there, it is a place steeped in evil so
powerful it is like a palpable thing. That evil
works on the hearts and minds of any mortal
who spends too long in proximity to it,
worming its way in to find their weaknesses
and amplifying them to twist the individual
into something entirely different.
Thus it was with the unfortunate Dwarfs
of the northern clans who established
mining communities in the vicinity of the
Abyss itself, north of the Halpi Mountains.
Digging deep into the earth, they were
exposed to this corrupting influence for
decades, gradually corrupting their natural
love of gold and other treasures. The noble
attitudes of their people – the importance
of honest sweat and toil and the earning of
wealth – were slowly eroded, replaced by
the all-consuming lust for ever more.

They began to dabble with sorcery to ease
the burden of their labours. The natural
disdain and suspicion with which Dwarfs
view the younger races was transformed
into contempt for these ‘lesser’ peoples,
which led to their enslavement in the name
of the ‘glory’ of the Dwarf Race. Everything
that was noble and good and pure within
them was twisted, corrupted and changed,
until, several generations later, they had
become something else entirely – they had
become the Abyssal Dwarfs.
The realm occupied by them is known
as Tragar. It is dominated by two main
cities at opposite ends, Zarak and Deiw,
the ancient Dwarven words for Power
and Pain. Between them sprawl several
dozen smaller towns and settlements.
Unlike their former brethren, Abyssal
Dwarfs lack any sense of fixation or
kindred spirit, and theirs is a people
riven by internal politicking and strife.
New clans, towns and even cities rise and
fall in the space of decades as particular
personalities rise to the top of the mire
that is their society, and these often
vie with one another for dominance.
Their obsession with sorcery has bitten
deep into them, and the most powerful
among them tend to be their Iron
Casters. Often experimenting on
slaves, their own kin and even
themselves in their obsessive drive
towards what they see as the perfection
of the physical form, these twisted
individuals combine the natural talent
of the Dwarf for the mechanical with a
deep and unnatural understanding of
the sorcerous arts. It is no coincidence
that the most powerful armies of the
Abyssal Dwarfs are commanded by
these individuals.
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The Abyssal Dwarf

Abyssal Dwarfs
Special Rules

In physical appearance, these hateful
creatures are basically similar to their kin.
They are short and squat, powerfully built
with thick yet dextrous fingers. But a second
glance reveals many differences. Paler of skin
and lacking the ruddiness of complexion of
the Dwarfs, Abyssal Dwarfs also tend more
towards fat, their slovenly ways and reliance
on slaves making them more portly. Their
dress is also different, favouring elaborate
goldwork and filigreeing in their helmets
and armour, designed to emphasise their
wealth and therefore their worth. The flinty,
intelligent eyes of their cousins are replaced
with dark gimlets which stare out at the
world with undisguised loathing, and their
faces are twisted into sneering masks.
One small blessing for the world at large
is that the Abyssal Dwarfs seem slow to
reproduce. Indeed, some theories abound that
new Abyssal Dwarfs are never born, due to the
unnatural energies surrounding the Abyss and
their effect on the physical form. These people
think that new Abyssal Dwarfs are simply
created from Dwarfs who even now make the
mistake of venturing too closely to Tragar.
Others believe that Abyssal Dwarfs cannot die,
and live eternally, thereby removing the need
to spawn. Whatever the truth, it is a fact that
any Abyssal Dwarf army will see the Abyssal
Dwarfs within it outnumbered by the slaves
that they drive before them and the magical
constructs they conjure to fight alongside
them, sometime greatly so.
Their unhealthy obsession with sorcery
and alchemical engineering has led to some
of the most evil creations being spawned
by the Abyssal Dwarfs. The so-called
‘halfbreeds’ – fusions of Abyssal Dwarfs
with magical creatures – are terrifyingly
powerful whilst also being utterly insane.
Their weapons and machines are all
powered as much by dark magic as they are
by mechanical genius, and they know no
boundaries or shame in the levels to which
they will sink in the pursuit of power.
Their society operates on the basis of individual
greed and lust for wealth, explaining its fluid

Alignment: Evil
Cruel Masters
All units in this list have the Vicious
special rule, unless specified otherwise.

Mutated Throwing Mastiffs
The Abyssal Dwarfs engage in wicked (but
admittedly quite amusing) alchemicallyadjusted cross-breeding of the traditional
Dwarven Throwing Matiff with all sorts
of monstrous creatures.
Mutated Throwing Mastiffs are the same
as Dwarven Throwing Mastiffs, except
they re-roll failed rolls to damage against
all enemies.

and ever-changing nature, as various individuals
rise to prominence, dominating their fellows
and expanding their own tiny spaces into minor
empires within Tragar before they topple once
more. Only the twin cities endure, built into
the very bedrock of the mountains surrounding
the Abyss and delving deep into it. Though
the cities themselves flourish and thrive,
their rulership is in a state of constant flux,
with various powerful individuals making and
breaking alliances as they all vie for rightful
rulership of their people.
Occasionally, a leader will rise of such
power and magnificence that he is able to
unite the Abyssal Dwarfs as a race, and
they will march forth to make war on
the other civilised peoples of the world,
driving their armies of slaves before them
and supported by magical constructs and
wicked creatures of darkness. These are
dark times indeed, though thankfully
short lived. The very fractious nature
of the Abyssal Dwarf people tends to
ensure that any alliance lasts only as long
as it takes for the ambitions of another
to arise. It is reason to be thankful, for
should they ever unite on any permanent
basis, it is without doubt that these foul
beings could overrun the world and all
those who live in it.
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Abyssal Berserkers
Unit Size

Immortal Guard

Infantry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Infantry

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Troop (10)

5

4+

–

3+

20

-/13 125

Troop (10)

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

3+

–

5+

10

-/13 100

Ne Pts

Regiment (20)

5

4+

–

3+

25

-/17 180

Regiment (20)

4

3+

–

5+

12

-/17 145

Special

Options

Crushing Strength (1)

• Mutated Throwing Mastiff (+15 pts)

Dwarf Berserkers are easily swayed by the
Abyss, convinced to give up their soul in return
for the promise of eternal slaughter and a
never-ending supply of willing foes.

• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free
(lower Defence to 4+, gain Crushing Strength (1))

The warriors forming the bodyguard of the
Overmasters and Iron-casters are given the gift
of eternal life. There is however a terrible price
to pay for this ‘honour’, and many of these
veterans end up as nothing more than warthirsty spirits trapped inside ancient sets of fully
enclosing armour.

Slave Orcs*

Infantry

Unit Size

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

Blacksouls
Unit Size

Infantry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

4

4+

–

5+

10 10/12 80

Regiment (20)

4

4+

–

5+

12 14/16 115

Horde (40)

4

4+

–

5+

25 21/23 190

Options
• Mutated Throwing Mastiff (+15 pts)
• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free
(lower Defence to 4+, gain Crushing Strength (1))

Sp Me Ra De Att
5

4+

–

4+

10

Regiment (20) 5

4+

–

4+

12 13/15 90

Horde (40)

4+

–

4+

25 20/22 150

5

9/11

65

Special
Base Size: 25x25mm, Crushing Strength (1),
Yellow-Bellied, Slave Orcs are not Vicious

The Orcs’ great strength and brutal ferocity are
an asset to any army, and the Abyssal Dwarfs
push vast hordes of enslaved brutes towards the
enemy before committing their own troops.

Advancing in tight ranks, clad in ancient Dwarf
armour and protected by the dark powers of
the Abyss, the Blacksouls are feared by all, and
they never pass on a chance to add to the tally
of misery and slaughter they are responsible for.

Decimators
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Infantry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

4

5+

–

4+

Regiment (20) 4

5+

–

4+

12 14/16 160

Horde (40)

5+

–

4+

25 21/23 255

4

10 10/12 120

Slave Orc Gore Riders*

Special

Unit Size

Breath Attack (Att), Piercing (1)

The Decimators’ weapons are cruder in
construction when compared with the rifles of
the Dwarfs, but what they lose in range and
stopping power, they more than make up with
close-range devastation.

Sp Me Ra De

At

Cavalry
Ne Pts

Troop (5)

8

4+

–

4+

8

9/11

Regiment (10)

8

4+

–

4+

16 12/14 130

Special
Crushing Strength (1), Thunderous Charge (1),
Yellow-Bellied, Slave Orcs are not Vicious
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Lesser Obsidian Golems
Unit Size

Gargoyles*

Large Infantry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Infantry

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

5

4+

–

6+

9

–/14 135

Troop (10)

10

9/11

Horde (6)

5

4+

–

6+

18

–/17 210

4+

–

3+

8

80

Special

Special

Base Size: 25x25mm, Fly, Regeneration (3+)

Base Size: 50x50mm, Height 3, Crushing Strength (2),
Shambling

These dumb creatures always follow the armies
of the Abyssal Dwarfs, hanging in the sky like
a sinister pall, ready to plunge with voracious
appetite onto wounded warriors and stragglers.

Soulless constructs animated by the dark
powers of the Iron-casters, these automatons
are slow and dim-witted, but extremely strong
and almost indestructible.

Abyssal Grotesques
Abyssal Halfbreeds
Unit Size
Troop (5)

Unit Size

Cavalry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

8

3+

–

4+

8

11/13 125

Regiment (10) 8

3+

–

4+

16 14/16 195

Special
Crushing Strength (1), Regeneration (5+),
Thunderous Charge (1)

Large Cavalry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

7

4+

–

5+

9

12/14 165

Horde (6)

7

4+

–

5+

18 16/18 250

Special
Brutal, Crushing Strength (2), Regeneration (5+),
Thunderous Charge (1)

Huge Abyssal hybrids, the Grotesques are tougher
and more powerful than the other Halfbreeds.

These debased monstrosities, product of the
Iron-casters’ insane crossbreeding experiments,
often have the body of a quadrupedal Abyssal
creature and the upper torso of a Dwarf.

Greater Obsidian Golem
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra De Att
5

4+

–

6+

8

Monster
Ne Pts
–/18 160

Special
Crushing Strength (3), Shambling

Black stone-giants that tower over the battle-field,
these monsters thunder against the enemy under
the control of the Iron-casters that animated them.
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Angkor Heavy Mortar War Engine G’rog Mortar
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

–

5+

5+

1

Ne Pts

Unit Size

10/12 120

1

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

–

5+

5+

1

Ne Pts
10/12 100

Special

Special

Blast (D6+4), Indirect Fire, Piercing (3), Reload!

Blast (D6+2), Indirect Fire, Piercing (2), Reload!

The Angkor mortar is a large artillery
piece that fires huge shells filled with the
explosive concoctions of the Iron-casters –
any regiment it hits directly disappears in a
cloud of smoke.

The most common guns in the service of the
Abyssal Dwarfs, these versatile weapons are
used both in sieges and on the battlefield, where
they make it almost suicidal for the enemies to
concentrate their forces.

‘Dragon’ Fire-team
Unit Size
1

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

–

–

4+

Ne Pts

10 10/12 50

Katsuchan
Rocket Launcher
Unit Size
1

Special

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

–

5+

5+

3

Ne Pts
10/12 85

Base Size: 25x50mm, Breath Attack (Att), Individual

Special

This fiendish weapon consists of a team of
two, carrying a canister of a highly volatile,
flammable liquid with a pipe coming from
it, which is used to project great gouts of
alchemical fire into the ranks of the enemy.

Blast (D3), Indirect Fire, Piercing (1), Reload!

At the start of an engagement, the Katsuchans
unleash a relentless bombardment that is used
to force the hand of the enemy, leaving them
no choice but to retreat or advance into the
waiting Decimators and Blacksouls.
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Overmaster
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

Overmaster on
Great Abyssal Dragon

Hero (Inf)
3+

–

6+

5

Ne Pts
13/15 120

Unit Size
1

Special

Hero (Mon)

Sp Me Ra De Att
10

3+

–

5+

8

Ne Pts
17/19 280

Crushing Strength (1), Individual, Inspiring

Special

The generals of the Abyssal Dwarf armies are
ruthless, cunning and armed with mighty tools
of destruction and thick magical armour of
obsidian and cast iron.

Breath Attack (10), Crushing Strength (3) Fly, Inspiring

Huge, winged, Abyss-spawned nightmares are
often used as steeds by the highest-ranking
Iron-casters and Overmasters.
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Iron-caster
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

4+

–

5+

Ne Pts

2

11/13 105

Supreme Iron-caster on
Great Winged Halfbreed
Unit Size

Special

1

Crushing Strength (1), Fireball (6), Heal (3 – works
only on War Engines, Golems and Immortal Guard),
Individual, Inspiring (War Engines only)

Abyssal
Halfbreed Champion

Hero (Cav)

Sp Me Ra De Att
–

5+

6

Ne Pts

Ba’su’su the Vile [1]
1

Abyssal
Grotesque Champion

Hero (Lrg Cav)

Sp Me Ra De Att
3+

Ne Pts
15/17 190

–

5+

5

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
10

3+

–

5+

8

Ne Pts
15/17 220

Special

The greatest amongst the Halfbreeds are given
great two-handed hammers and axes, and let
loose against the enemy before their fury takes
over and they endanger their own side.

7

5

This evil spellcaster can channel the hellish
energies of the Abyss and shape them into
horrible sorceries and summoning rituals.

Unit Size

12/14 160

Crushing Strength (3), Individual, Inspiring,
Regeneration (5+)

1

5+

• Surge (10) for +20 pts

Special

Unit Size

–

• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20 pts

The Iron-casters wield the twisted fire-magic of
Ariagful, evil Queen of the Black Flame.

3+

4+

Options

• Surge (8) for +15 pts

8

10

Crushing Strength (2), Fireball (10), Fly,
Heal (4 – works only on War Engines, Golems and
Immortal Guard), Inspiring

• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20 pts

1

Sp Me Ra De Att

Special

Options

Unit Size

Hero (Mon)

Base Size: 25x25mm, Crushing Strength (2),
Fly, Individual, Inspiring (Gargoyles only),
Regeneration (5+)

Vile Spawn
If your army includes Ba’su’su, for +20 pts you may
upgrade a single unit of Gargoyles to represent his
flock of elder Gargoyles. This unit has Defence 4+ and
Crushing Strength (1).

A halfbreed of great power, Ba’su’su the Vile, is
a mighty pinioned monster, tormented by the low
status his halfbreed nature condemns him to.

Ne Pts
12/14 140

Special

Brakki Barka [1]

Brutal, Crushing Strength (2), Individual, Regeneration
(5+), Thunderous Charge (1)

Unit Size

The largest and most powerful of the Grotesques
make for formidable killing machines.

1

Hero (Cav)

Sp Me Ra De
8

3+

–

5+

At

Ne Pts

6

14/16 200

Special
Bhardoom!, Crushing Strength (3), Individual,
Regeneration (5+)

Slavedriver
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
4

5+

–

5+

1

Ne Pts
10/12 50

Special
Individual, Inspiring

The cruel symbols born on the banners of the
Abyssal Dwarfs are often the last thing many
folk see as free individuals.

Bhardoom!
Because of his awesome battle-cry, and what that
means to his own troops, Brakki Barka is Extremely
Inspiring (this is the same as the Inspiring special
rule, except that it has a range of 12”).

Barka leads from the front and while he is
nominally the Lord of the Legion of Bardoom,
his battle orders are a single bellow of the word
‘Bhardoom’, that roars impossibly loud over the
entire field of battle.
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Goblin Armies

No scholar has yet offered a convincing
account of the moment or method by which
Goblins came into being. The fabric of their
history is so closely woven into that of Orcs
as to be all but indistinguishable, and few
early records exist where one is mentioned
without the other. It is a common mockery
to suggest that Garkan the Black created
Goblins with ‘whatever was left’ after
Orcs were made – and perhaps, given their
renowned propensity for scavenging and
invention, this slur would not displease
them. While they may at times be seen
merely as the oil that lubricates the wheels
of the Orc army, what they lack in stature
or strength they more than make up for
in sheer number, ingenuity and savage
cruelty. Whether under the lash of their
Orc masters, or banded together in their
own harrowing war-parties, it is a fool who
underestimates the Goblin.

Goblin Armies
Special Rules
Alignment: Evil
Utterly Spineless
All units in this list have the Yellow Bellied
special rule, unless specified otherwise.

Goblins were once believed to have been
Orc children – a laughable but forgivable
assumption given their small frame, green
skin, and the fact that to this day they are
often to be found living among Orc tribes,
albeit bitterly subservient and fearful of
their larger, more capable cousins. As a
group, an instinctive and almost rodentlike desire to propagate drives the Goblin
to a constant, frenetic level of activity, fills
him with a boundless energy for progressing
the swarm ever onwards. Orcs shrewdly
harness this dynamism to their own ends,
but regularly perform culls to keep
the population under control and
avoid any potential uprising.
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Left to their own devices, Goblins are
prone to short tempers, mindless brutality
and a characteristic array of other
unpleasant neurological disharmonies.
Try though they might, true sophistication
always eludes them, and this is never more
evident than when conversing with the
more civilised races.

All too close to the surface lurks a barely
suppressed twitch, a hair-triggered switch
ready to be thrown, such that in the
presence of a Goblin you always feel a
misplaced word might land you on the
leading edge of a jagged blade. They outstrip
even Orcs in their capacity for perverse
malice - seeking to persecute anything and
anyone over which they can gain the upper
hand, presumably an outlet for the pent up
frustration of finding themselves so often
last in the pecking order.
Unlike the predominantly destructive
Orcs, the Goblin race is a great maker of
things. Perhaps fuelled largely by their
own physical inadequacies or hierarchical
shortcomings, they apply their quick
and energetic minds to the conception
of occasionally baffling contraptions
– usually designed to cause harm in
unthinkable ways, or to otherwise levy
some sinister confrontational advantage.

However, they often lack the practiced
eye, the proper concentration or the true
craftsmanship to fully convert these ideas
into reality without severe ineloquence or
misjudged consequences.
That said, so prolific are the attempts that
several of the instruments of war found
in both Orc and Ogre armies are in fact
Goblin-made. Goblins also differ from
their larger, more brutish cousins in terms
of individual courage, for Goblins possess
none of it. Where Orcs will stand and fight
to the bitter end of a gruesome battle, the
Goblin contingent will have long since
fled in cowardice (often avoiding the axes
of both the enemy and their Orc masters
alike) the moment the tide seemed to be
turning against them.
But not all Goblins live by the tyranny
of the Orcs, with some deserting to form
scattered, petty kingdoms, appointing
leaders and living by their own rule. Varying
in size, these crude shanty villages are set
up rapidly on the outskirts of whatever
civilised settlement the Goblins in question
wish to scavenge from, harassing supply
caravans until they are driven off by local
militia and forced to relocate. However,
this does not tell the whole story, for
the location of far too few such villages
is known at any given time to possibly
account for so apparently numerous a race
as the Goblins.
The truth is that Goblins are proficient
at tunnelling, and usually do so not
long after setting up camp, able to
dwell below ground for long periods
and thus inadvertently concealing their
true number. While below, they will be
sustained by whatever poor creatures
they manage to drag down with them,
carcasses scraped clean of flesh and
gristle alike, bones sucked dry of marrow.
No Dwarf will admit it, and it is still the
cause of short fuses whenever the two
races meet, but impressively vast, albeit
primitive warrens of narrow passageways,
nauseating crawl-spaces and (only
slightly) larger dwelling-bores lurk below
ground in many parts of Mantica.
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In this way, unlike the rigorously censusmonitored human population of Mantica,
no-one really knows exactly how many
Goblins inhabit the realm, but popular
perception suggests that they are worryingly
underestimated. However, just as with the
incessant rats that plague the under-streets
of the great Basilean cities, making frequent,
unwelcome incursions into civilised life, this is
a thought that most would sooner dismiss than
dwell on. For some fear that if left unopposed
the Goblins might one day reach some kind of
critical mass, swarming across the realm in a
flood to rival even that at the end of The Age
of Ice. Such concerned citizens increasingly
call upon their leaders to suppress what has
become known as ‘the Goblin threat’.
A Goblin plan is hastily formed, and tends
toward immediate, exacting effect rather
than lasting strategy. When shepherded
into war, Goblins take to the rapture of
battle and with a sickening relish, so long
as they believe they hold an advantage over
the enemy. Their preferred tactics involve
the use of superior numbers, ranged or
surprise attacks, or better still letting allies
such as Giants and Trolls do the fighting.

Recognising this and having learned
that even the slaughtering of deserters
is no guarantee of overcoming their
pathological cowardice, both Orc and
Goblin leaders tend to organise their kin
into large, sprawling rabbles – each an
overbearingly noisy blur of brandished
blades. The sensation of being among a
large number of their own kind gives the
Goblins a heady delusion of grandeur,
and in this state they can be whipped up
into an alarmingly effective wave, ready to
crash against the front line of an advancing
enemy or engulf and overpower a single,
unfortunate target.
In smaller groups, a similar illusion
of invulnerability can be conjured by
equipping the Goblin with shields and
sharpsticks, or with ranged weapons, warmachines, and in some cases hulking bestial
mounts of terrifying ferocity. All of these
augmentations the Goblin will embrace
keenly, and thusly equipped will carry
out his bloody duty with unnerving glee.
That is, for as long as his resolve remains
unshaken, which, much to the dismay of
his commanders, is not usually very long.
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Rabble
Unit Size

Sp Me Ra De Att

Infantry

Fleabag Rider SniffsCavalry

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (20)

5

5+

–

4+

12 12/14 75

Troop (5)

10

5+

5+

3+

7

9/11

Horde (40)

5

5+

–

4+

25 19/21 125

Regiment (10) 10

5+

5+

3+

14 12/14 145

Legion (60)

5

5+

–

4+

30 25/27 180

Equipped with scraps of armour and shields
of all shapes and sizes picked up from the
debris of battle, and armed with a mix of
rusty, blunted blades, the Goblin Rabble are not
exactly elite troops.

Unit Size

Special
Bows, Nimble

These mounted Goblin archers excel at lightning
hit and run attacks.

Mawbeasts Pack*

Sharpsticks
Sp Me Ra De Att

95

Infantry

Unit Size

Ne Pts

Troop (5)

Cavalry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

6

3+

–

3+

6

9/11

Regiment (10) 6

3+

–

3+

12 12/14 95

Regiment (20)

5

5+

–

4+

15 12/14 95

Horde (40)

5

5+

–

4+

30 19/21 155

Special

Legion (60)

5

5+

–

4+

35 25/27 230

Height 1, Crushing Strength (1), Nimble, Vicious

60

Special

Note that handlers models are purely decorative.

Phalanx

The Mawbeasts are ferocious critters goaded
into battle by their Goblin handlers.

The best Goblin warriors (i.e. those that stand
their ground at least once against the enemy)
are armed with long spiky sticks, which better
suit their mainly defensive combat style.

Fleabag Chariots
Unit Size

Spitters
Unit Size

Infantry
Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (20)

5

6+

5+

3+

10 12/14 85

Horde (40)

5

6+

5+

3+

20 19/21 140

Special
Bows

4+

5+

4+

8

Ne Pts

Troop (5)

10

4+

–

4+

7

9/11

Regiment (10) 10

4+

–

4+

14 12/14 145

Horde (20)

4+

–

4+

28 17/19 255

10

95

Special
Thunderous Charge (1), Nimble

Goblins give the name ‘Fleabags’ to any beast
they manage to tame enough to ride: giant rodents,
ferocious wolves or even horrid giant bugs.

10/12 110

Horde (6)

9

4+

5+

4+

16 13/15 170

Bows, Base Size: 50x100mm, Thunderous Charge (2)

Goblin Chariots have bows, but rather unusually
for Goblins, they also seem to like driving at
high speed into enemy regiments.

Trolls

Cavalry

Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

9

Unit Size

Unit Size

Sp Me Ra De Att

Regiment (3)

Special

Goblins have a natural preference for keeping
their distance and peppering the enemy with
missile weapons, so these diminutive archers are
the most valued troops of Goblindom.

Fleabag Riders

Large Cavalry

Large Infantry
Sp Me Ra De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

6

4+

–

5+

9

11/14 125

Horde (6)

6

4+

–

5+

18 14/17 190

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Regeneration (5+)
Note that Trolls are not Yellow Bellied, as that would
require too much intelligence on their part.

Trolls are large, feral humanoids whose
appearance varies considerably depending on
the environment they live in. However, all Trolls
have dim wits and an insatiable appetite.
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Giant
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra De Att
7

4+

–

Monster

Mincer

Ne Pts

Unit Size

5+ (D6+6)* 17/19 190

1

Monster
Sp Me Ra De Att
5

4+

–

Ne Pts

4+ (D6+6)* 9/11 80

Special

Special

Brutal, Crushing Strength (3), Fury, Strider.

Base Size: 50x100mm, Height 3, Big Shield, Brutal,
Thunderous Charge (3),

Note that Giants are not Yellow Bellied, as that would
require too much intelligence on their part.
* Roll for the number of Attacks every time you resolve
a melee.

The brain of a Giant is way too small to properly
control the creature’s huge body. However, when
goaded in the right direction, these dumb brutes
are a terrible threat to any foe.

Big Rocks Thrower
Unit Size
1

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
5

–

5+

4+

1

Ne Pts
8/10

80

Special
Blast (D6+2), Indirect Fire, Piercing (3), Reload!

Crewing one of these catapults is the ultimate
fun for a Goblin, as the great cheers that
accompany each shot can attest.

Sharpstick Thrower
Unit Size
1

–

5+

4+

Goblins make all manner of bizarre devices,
including a great many war machines. Most of
these are badly built, dangerous to operate and
occasionally deadly to the enemy. The Mincer
is all of the above.
The Mincer is essentially a carriage powered by
the frantic labour of Goblins or a small steam
engine. The rear sports a large counterweight,
necessary to offset the huge weight of the
Mincer itself, a large, cone of counter-rotating
segments.
An adaptation of a digging machine, the
Mincer’s grinding cone is fitted with blades, its
purpose to be sent hurtling at high speed down
a tunnel packed with Dwarfs. The Mincer’s
cone is thick enough to deflect a cannon shot,
so it usually manages to hit the Dwarf lines
and live up to its name…

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
5

* Roll for the number of Attacks every time you resolve
a melee.

2

Ne Pts
8/10

55

Special
Blast (D3), Piercing (2), Reload!

This crude bolt thrower allows its crew to ‘stick’
the enemy from a reasonably safe distance –
this explains the huge number of volunteers that
vie for this role in battle.

Slasher
War-Trombone
Unit Size
1

War Engine

Sp Me Ra De Att
5

–

–

4+

12

Ne Pts
8/10

Unit Size
1

Monster
Sp Me Ra De Att
7

4+

–

5+

8

Ne Pts
14/16 165

Special

65

Crushing Strength (2), Thunderous Charge (1)

Special

Note that Slashers are not Utterly Spineless.

Breath Attack (Att), Piercing (1)

Certainly less reassuring than a sharpstick
thrower because of its considerably more
limited range, the war-trombones are still
quite popular because these huge wheeled
blunderbusses can unleash terrible destruction
amongst the enemy.

Options
• Mount a small sharpstick thrower on it – Range 36”,
Ra 5+, 2 ranged attacks, Piercing (2) – for +10 pts.

A small crew of particularly brave (insane?)
Goblins riding atop a wooden platform
unsteadily strapped onto the back of a giant
Slasher... with a sharpstick thrower on it!
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King
Unit Size
1

Wiz

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra De Att
5

4+

4+

4+

5

Ne Pts

Unit Size

11/13 90

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra De Att

1

5

5+

–

Special

Special

Bow, Individual, Inspiring

Individual, Lightning Bolt (3)

Options

Options

• Mount on a Fleabag, increasing Speed to 10 (+20 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

• Wind Blast (5) for +15pts

Text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,

• Fireball (6) for +15pts

King on Chariot
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att
9

4+

4+

5+

7

4+

1

Ne Pts
9/11

45

• Bane-chant (2) for +15pts
• Mount on a Fleabag, increasing Speed to 10 (+15 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

The spellcasters of Goblinkind are known
as the Wiz, all of whom are diminutive
but dangerous.

Ne Pts
13/15 130

Troll Bruiser

Special
Bow, Base Size: 50x100mm, Inspiring,
Thunderous Charge (2)

Unit Size

This King likes to ride in style, it’s also quite
good for fleeing at speed…

Hero (Lrg Inf)

Sp Me Ra De Att

1

6

3+

–

5+

5

Ne Pts
12/15 125

Special
Crushing Strength (3), Inspiring (Trolls only), Nimble,
Regeneration (5+)

Biggit
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra De Att
5

4+

4+

4+

3

Ne Pts
9/11

Note that Trolls are not Yellow Bellied.

Bigger and nastier than the others...

60

Special
Bow, Individual, Inspiring

Magwa & Jo’os [1]

Options

Unit Size

• Mount on a Fleabag, increasing Speed to 10 (+15 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

The largest Goblins boss around their smaller
brethren in a fashion reminiscent of the Orcs
they want to emulate.

Hero (Lrg Cav)

Sp Me Ra De Att

1

6

3+

–

4+

4

Ne Pts
12/14 110

Special
Both models should be mounted together on a
50x50mm base, Height 1, Crushing Strength (2),
Individual, Inspiring, Lightning Bolt (4), Vicious
Note that the Yellow Bellied rule in this case represents
Magwa’s troubles controlling his ferocious pet!

Flaggit
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra De Att
5

6+

–

4+

1

Ne Pts
8/10

40

Special
Individual, Inspiring

Options
• Mount on a Fleabag, increasing Speed to 10 (+15 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

The Magwa’ns
If your army includes Magwa and Jo’os, a single Mawbeast
Pack in the army is no longer Irregular – they are the
Magwa’ns, a group of enthusiastic, would-be successors
to the role of Jo’os handler if (when) Jo’os is finally going
to devour Magwa.

Magwa was a simple Mawbeast handler until
the day he found a magical sharpstick in an
abandoned Troll’s lair. The powerful artefact
allowed him to subdue and gain control of the
mightiest of Mawbeasts – the terrible Jo’os.

The job of carrying one of the sorcerous Wizbanners is very sought-after, as it involves
staying well away from the enemy.
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Orc Armies

It is often remarked out of hand that Orcs
appear to have been bred for war. What few
realise is that this is quite literally true. This
race of thuggish, brutal creatures who revel
in violence and murder was the product of
the Wicked one known as Arkhan the Black,
the dark aspect of the essence of Smithying.
As the God War raged, with little to choose
between either side, the various Wicked
Ones plotted and schemed to try and tip the
balance in favour of out-and-out anarchy.
Some sought to manipulate the hearts of men,
others to sow the seeds of disruption amongst
the Elder races. Arkhan embarked on a more
direct route, seeking to create a new race
which would make war on all others.

Orc Armies
Special Rules
Alignment: Evil
Tribal Might
All units in this list have Crushing
Strength (1), unless specified otherwise.
Also, all infantry models in this list
are on 25x25mm bases, unless specified
otherwise.

Goblin Stabby Sneak
Goblin Stabby Sneeks are tiny treacherous
assassins of uncommon bravado.

Taking the bodies and souls of various sentient
creatures, Arkhan deconstructed them all and
began his work, hammering away at his dark
soul forges and horrific flesh anvils, twisting
these natural building blocks into a whole
new terrifying aspect. What emerged after 900
days, blinking and agonised in the light of the
real world, was a race with only one goal ever
in its collective consciousness – the
destruction of all it came across.

This unit has +1 attack.

Goblin Zappy Sneak
Zappy Sneaks are clever little imps
gifted with nasty and unpredictable
magical powers.
This unit has the Lightning Bolt (2) spell.

Orcs are often said to take pleasure only
in destruction and death, but this is not
entirely true. Driven as they are by internal
agonies of a physical and spiritual nature,
it would be truer to say that good, purity
and order are actually painful to them in a
very real sense, and they lash out at them
as a reflex. Orcs do not know themselves
why this is – self-awareness not being a
particular requirement of their creator – all
they know is the bone-deep need to crush
everything which they see before them, to
reach out and destroy and in so doing to
find momentary catharsis from the agony
which otherwise consumes them.
Though the God War ended centuries
ago, the Orcs endured. Their unnatural
resilience and propensity for violence
ensured that they carved out fluid
though sizeable domains on the edges of
civilisation, colonising those places where
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no other race cared or was able to settle.
Their natural drives mean that peace is an
alien concept, and if confronted with no
other foe, they will often fall to fighting
amongst themselves. Few among their
number are able to focus on anything more
than the next fight, and this leads to one of
the more curious paradoxes of the Orc race.
Their leaders, those who exhibit enough
cunning and forethought to be able to plan
and conceive of ideas beyond pure, blind
aggression, are often great and powerful
thinkers in their crude way. It takes iron
will and sharp wits as well as sheer brute
force to control even a small number of
Orcs, and the Warlords of some of the
larger tribes in the world would rival some
of the greatest generals of Men, Dwarfs and
Elves in their capacity for strategy.
Such individuals are thankfully rare, and
once killed, their carefully welded alliances
of Orcs will fall quickly into disarray and
indiscipline. It is this fact alone which
keeps Orcs from sweeping all civilisations

before them and ruling supreme. It is
unclear whether Arkhan, in those dark and
desperate days at his forges, intended this
as a function of maintaining the imbalance
of the God War and the world that would
emerge from it, or whether pure chance
gave the world this respite. Whichever
is the case, what is clear is that the Orcs,
whatever their original purpose, are very
much here to stay.

The Orc

Physically,
Orcs
are
tremendously
imposing. Their bodies are comparable in
basic silhouette and size to a large man,
though the details vastly differ. Huge,
underslung jaws contain rows of sharp
teeth. A protruding brow surmounts deep
set, bloodshot eyes. The nose is more a
snout, and Orcs have very little sense of
smell, explaining perhaps the appalling
stench of their encampments. Their bodies
are hugely muscled and powerful, covered
in tough green hide, akin to the leather
armour of some steppes warriors.
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Their capacity for pain and privation
is unmatched by any other race in the
world. They can march for weeks on little
to no sustenance, fight for days with no
sign of tiring and survive wounds that
should rightly kill them. Every aspect of
their repulsive physicality is crafted to
keep them alive and fighting as long as
possible, from their unnaturally resilient
flesh to their thick, green-black blood
which flows slowly through their veins
and means even the most grave of wounds
will not slow them.
Orcs do not have a ‘society’ as such,
operating in roaming bands from a few
dozen to several thousand strong. Their
inability to settle in one place derives
from their very nature. Orcs must always
be active and engaged, and it is this which
drives them to fight amongst themselves
when no other foe presents itself. Thus, it
is the largest and most cunning Orcs who
naturally rise to the top, and the greatest
warlords of the race are terrifying brutes,

their size matched only by their ferocity
and cunning. Such individuals, when they
arise, will grow to lead great hordes of their
kin, raiding and pillaging any settlement
or civilisation they come across until such
time as the Warlord is inevitably killed.
When this happens, the discipline within
the Orc ranks will quickly crumble, leaving
a disorganised and splintered mass of Orcs
to squabble among themselves.
This fluidity could only work for Orcs,
fitting with their own natural and reflexive
distaste for order and peace. There are no
fixed ‘tribes’ or ‘clans’ amongst the Orc
race, and an Orc warrior will often fight
under many banners over the course of
a long and violent life. This is both the
blessing and the curse bestowed upon the
world by Arkhan – a race that will never
conquer all others, but will forever remain
as an open wound, dragging at them, and
ensuring that no one race reigns supreme.
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Ax
Unit Size

Morax

Infantry
Sp Me Ra

Infantry

De Att

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Troop (10)

5

4+

–

5+

10

9/11

Troop (10)

5

3+

–

4+

20 10/12 140

Regiment (20)

5

4+

–

5+

12 13/15 125

Regiment (20)

5

3+

–

4+

25 14/16 200

Horde (40)

5

4+

–

5+

25 20/22 205

Experts in fighting with a large axe in each
hand with uncanny ease, these ruthless veterans
are a fearsome foe.

90

Named after the vicious axes they carry, the
orcs forming the core regiments of the Orc
hordes also carry sharpened, spiked shields that
are as much a weapon as protection.

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Skulks
Greatax
Unit Size

Unit Size

Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

5

3+

–

4+

10 10/12 100

Regiment (20)

5

3+

–

4+

12 14/16 145

Horde (40)

5

3+

–

4+

25 21/23 240

Special
Crushing Strength (2)

The toughest, strongest Orcs discard their shields,
so that they can have both hands free to wield
the huge two-handed cleavers they call ‘greatax’.

Ne Pts

Infantry
Sp Me Ra

Troop (10)

6

5+

5+

De Att

Ne Pts

3+

9/11

8

75

Special
Bows, Vanguard

Skulk is the name the Orcs give to those amongst
their number who – for some unfathomable
reason – like to use bows. This weapon is of
course used at distance, meaning that these Orcs
do not spend all of their time in the natural
habitat of their kind, wading through the ranks
of their enemies. Other Orcs tend to view these
individuals as strange, even cowardly, though
many Orc warlords can see the usefulness of
having archers who are less likely to run away
or simply be squished like Goblins.
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Orclings*
Unit Size

Large Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Gore Chariots
Unit Size

Large Cavalry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

5

5+

–

3+

12 10/12 60

Regiment (3)

7

3+

–

5+

9

11/13 140

Horde (6)

5

5+

–

3+

24 13/15 90

Horde (6)

7

3+

–

5+

18 14/16 215

Special

Special

Height 0, Vicious,
Orclings do not have Crushing Strength

Base Size: 50x100mm, Thunderous Charge (2)

Malevolent imps of very little consequence, but
source of very great irritation for everyone.

Trolls*
Unit Size

Sometimes a pair of Gores is attached to a
war-chariot carrying a couple of Orcs armed
to the teeth. Their tactic is simple: charge at the
nearest enemy regiment.

Large Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

6

4+

–

5+

9

11/14 125

Horde (6)

6

4+

–

5+

18 14/17 190

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Regeneration (5+)

Trolls are large, feral humanoids whose
appearance varies considerably depending on
the environment they live in. However, all Trolls
have dim wits and an insatiable appetite.

Giant
Unit Size
1

Monster
Sp Me Ra
7

4+

–

De Att

Ne Pts

5+ D6+6* 17/19 190

Special
Brutal, Crushing Strength (3), Fury, Strider

Gore Riders
Unit Size

Cavalry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (5)

8

3+

–

5+

8

Regiment (10)

8

3+

–

5+

16 13/15 185

10/12 120

* Roll for the number of Attacks every time you resolve
a melee.

A Giant is a huge humanoid, a veritable
mountain of bone, sinew and flesh with a very,
very tiny brain and a massive appetite.

Special
Thunderous Charge (1)

Gores need little reason to disembowel anyone
that gets too close, making them perfect battlemounts for bloodthirsty Orcs.

Fight Wagons
Unit Size

Large Cavalry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Unit Size

Ne Pts

Regiment (3)

7

3+

–

5+

15 11/13 170

Horde (6)

7

3+

–

5+

30 14/16 260

War Drum
1

Monster

Sp Me Ra
5

4+

–

De Att

Ne Pts

4+

-/11

3

80

Special

Special

Height 1, Great Thunder

Base Size: 50x100mm

Great Thunder

These bizarre contraptions consist of a wheeled
platform crammed full with eager Morax at
the front, pushed by two gores enclosed in an
armoured compartment at the back.

While within 6” of one or more war drums, friendly nonallied units have +2 to their waver and rout nerve values.
War Drums themselves are not affected by this rule.

The booming sound of Orc war drums in
the distance is a terrible omen of the wanton
destruction to come.
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Krudger
Unit Size
1

Krudger on
Gore Chariot

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra
5

3+

–

De Att
5+

5

Ne Pts
12/14 130

Unit Size
1

Special

Hero (Lrg Cav)

Sp Me Ra
7

3+

–

De Att
5+

7

Ne Pts
14/16 185

Crushing Strength (2), Individual, Inspiring

Special

Options

Base Size: 50x100mm, Crushing Strength (2),
Inspiring, Thunderous Charge (2)

• Mount on a Gore, increasing Speed to 8 (+20 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

Options

• Goblin Stabby Sneak (+15 pts)

• Goblin Stabby Sneak (+15 pts)

• Goblin Zappy Sneak (+15 pts)

• Goblin Zappy Sneak (+15 pts)

The Krudgers have managed to make it to the
top of Orc society.

Gore chariots make less impressive rides
than a slasher for an Orc general, but are
much safer...

Krudger on Slasher
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
7

3+

–

Hero (Mon)

De Att
5+

Flagger

Ne Pts

Unit Size

10 16/18 235

1

Special

Hero (Inf)
Sp Me Ra
5

4+

–

De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
9/11

50

Special

Crushing Strength (3), Inspiring

Individual, Inspiring

Options
• Mount on a Winged Slasher instead, increasing
Speed to 10 and gaining the Fly special rule (+50 pts)

Almost as prized as their winged brethren,
Slashers are giant carnivorous reptiles, all
fangs, claws and bad attitude. Only an equally
lethal Orc leader can think of using one as
a mount.

Options
• Mount on a Gore, increasing Speed to 8 (+15 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

Trying to convince these hand-picked Orc
champions not to use the large implement they
carry to hit the enemy on the head is not
difficult... it’s pointless.
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Godspeaker
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
5

3+

–

De Att
4+

2

Ne Pts

Gakamak [1]
Unit Size

10/12 75

1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
5

2+

–

De

At

Ne Pts

5+

7

13/15 210

Special

Special

Fireball (9), Individual,

Crushing Strength (3), Individual, Very Inspiring,
Vicious

For every friendly non-allied Horde within 6", increase
the amount of dice rolled for all spells by 1.

Options

Options

• Mount on a Gore, increasing Speed to 8 (+30 pts)

• Bane Chant (2) for +15pts

In battle, Gakamak the Smasher lives up to the
title by which he is known and feared across
the whole of northern Mantica. He is utterly
unafraid of engaging even the most threatening
enemy and has felled every foe from noble
Elven Drakon Knights to the winged Abyssal
demon known only as the Lord of Midnight.

• Heal (2) for +10pts
• Mount on a Gore, increasing Speed to 8 (+15 pts)
and changing to Hero (Cav)

A mysterious summoner of the powers of the
Orc gods of war.

Troll Bruiser
Unit Size
1

Hero (Large Inf)

Sp Me Ra
6

3+

–

De Att
5+

5

Ne Pts
12/15 125

Special
Crushing Strength (3), Inspiring (Trolls only),
Nimble, Regeneration (5+)

Bigger and nastier than the others...

Wip the Half-cast [1]
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
6

4+

–

Hero (Inf)

De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
11/13 90

Special
Elite, Heal (3), Individual, Inspiring (Orclings only),
Lightning Bolt (3)
Note: Wip does not have Crushing Strength

Wip’s Playmates
If your army includes Wip, for +5 points you may upgrade
a single unit of Orclings to represent Wip’s affectionate
playmates and adorers. This unit has the Headstrong
special rule.

Strange things keep happening around Wip...
things connected with his bizarre powers, his
frail yet agile body... and his pointy ears.
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Undead Armies

Necromancy is the most abhorrent of sorcery,
and those who practise it are hated and feared
in equal measure. In all civilised places,
its use is outlawed. Those caught studying
these black arts are likely to find themselves
dragged in ensorcelled iron to a painful
execution, but established Necromancers are
never short of acolytes. Necromancy offers
immortality to those who master it, never
mind that few actually do, and that the price
of failure is to be condemned for eternity to
the endless cold and night of the Utterdark.
For that handful that escape detection and
that succeed in their quest, such devotion
does have its rewards - the most powerful
Necromancers are all but immortal. In
violation of natural law, Necromancers
are able to use their power to defy death
itself, extending their own lives virtually
indefinitely. Furthermore, they are able to
create armies to do their bidding and seize

Undead Armies
Special Rules
Alignment: Evil
Evil Dead
All units in this list have Lifeleech (1)
unless specified otherwise.

Undead Giant Rats
(or are they Dogs?)
These creatures follow the shambling
hordes into battle, their venomous
bites helping to spread the curse of
the living death.
The unit increases its Lifeleech (1) to
Lifeleech (2).

power of a more mundane sort. Invoking
powers learnt from ancient tomes, they
are able to make corpses clamber back to
their feet, and skeletons claw their way
up from ancient battlefields. The greatest
Necromancers are able to raise armies
numbering the tens of thousands, armies
that never tire, never need feeding, and
never disobey.
Necromancy is a hateful art. The souls of
those risen by its black magics are dragged
screaming from whatever afterlife they
might inhabit and forced back into their
decayed mortal frames. Trapped in prisons
of decayed flesh, they can only watch as
their new master uses their very essence as
a fuel to drive their old body on as a magical
automaton, hacking down the innocent.
Worse by far is the fate of those imprisoned
– if the vessel is destroyed, there is a good
chance that the summoned soul will not be
able to find its way back to its rest. Such
benighted spirits wander Mantica in agony
until laid to rest by priest or paladin, or are
cast out into the Utterdark for all time. It is
for this reason that its practice causes such
revulsion in right-thinking folk.
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Of course, there are those wicked creatures,
tormented in infernal planes of existence,
who welcome a return to the land of the
living, even if it is as an unfeeling corpse.
These spirits are the most dangerous of
a Necromancer’s servants, for they obey
him willingly and are thus allowed some
measure of self-determination.
Ophidia is a hotbed of necromancy. In this
ancient kingdom all manner of vile magical
practises are condoned and encouraged. In
Ophidia necromancy, demonology and other
unnatural arts are studied like any other
school of magic, and there necromancers
are given high status. Far from being reviled,
the people of that strange land worship the
Necromancer-priests of the great temples.
They can call back the dead, and so the
common man sees for himself some measure
of immortality. Ophidia is unusual in that its
armies consist of undead and live warriors
marching side by side, and its monumental
buildings are raised by the labours of the dead.
The Ophidians are bemused by the reactions
of others to their dead magic, pointing out
with some justification that necromancy
helps to keep their kingdom mighty.

The work of Ophidia’s dark scholars has
unleashed many unclean things, close to the
realm of death yet not truly dead, to prowl
the dark. Both vampires and Ghouls are
reckoned to be the products of the sorcerers of
Ophidia, who, in searching for elixirs to grant
immortality, have instead made monsters.
Ghouls are little more than mindless beasts,
but Vampires are truly dangerous. In their
creation, the sorcerers of the desert were
partially successful. Vampires are indeed
immortal, barring the destruction of their
body they cannot die, and even something as
final-seeming as burning or dismemberment
is no bar to continued life for the strongest of
their number.
Time and again some vampire lords have
been slain and their ashes dispersed,
only for their corrupt souls to grow a
new body in some forgotten crypt. This
longevity is bought at great price. Although
preternaturally swift and strong, their
bodies are prone to bizarre afflictions. Some
can not cross running water, or burst into
fire at the touch of the sun. Many of them
carry the stink of the charnel house around
with them wherever they go, some are made
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bestial, some cannot speak. They hunger
eternally for blood, and are inclined to
terrible cruelty as they search for it. Many of
them possess at least a grain of conscience,
and are tormented by every life they take.
Others immerse themselves in savagery,
only to come to horrified realisation as to
what they are every so often where they are
tormented first by shame and guilt, and then
by horror as their red thirst reasserts itself.
Because of this many vampires are mad, and
all suffer torments of the soul. Vampirism is
a curse, bestowed as a gift.
Despite its many and hideous drawbacks,
vampirism exerts a lure equal to that of

necromancy. Vampires can be beautiful,
terrible and glorious, above the concerns of
humanity, and powerful magicians in their
own right. For this reason they are actively
courted as often as they are hunted.
Ultimately, no good can come of Necromancy.
It is the burden of all thinking, living things
to come to terms with their mortality, and
the existence of necromancy is yet another
sign of Mantica’s lack of balance. Like all
dark magic Necromancy can be traced to
the Abyss. There, at the bottom of the fiery
pit, Durunjak, dark god of death, laughs
every time an unwilling spirit is forced from
heaven to suffer in a necrotic shell.
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Ghouls
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

6

4+

–

3+

10

Regiment (20) 6

4+

–

3+

12 12/14 90

Horde (40)

4+

–

3+

25 19/21 150

6

8/10

65

The ghouls are not strictly walking dead, but
rather deranged cannibals and eaters of the
dead that slowly lose their minds to the horror
of their lives, turning into savage creatures halfhuman, half-undead.

Special
Bows, Shambling

Options
• Undead Giant Rats (Dogs?) (+10 pts)

If a creature was a good shot in life, it can
be raised from the grave with a modicum of
its former skill. It’s not a coincidence that most
skeleton archers were once Elves.

Skeleton Spearmen
Unit Size

Mummies
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

5

4+

–

5+

10

–/14 120

Regiment (20) 5

4+

–

5+

12

–/18 170

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Regeneration (5+), Shambling

The embalmed corpses of these ancient warriors
from the southern deserts are slow, but almost
impossible to destroy.

Revenants
Unit Size
Troop (10)

5

4+

–

De Att
5+

10

Regiment (20) 5

4+

–

5+

12

–/17 120

4+

–

5+

25

–/24 200

5

5+

–

4+

10

–/12

Regiment (20)

5

5+

–

4+

15

–/16 105

Horde (40)

5

5+

–

4+

30

–/23 175

• Undead Giant Rats (Dogs?) (+10 pts)

Skeleton warriors that still remember how to
form a hedge of sharp speartips.

Skeleton Warriors
Unit Size

Sp Me Ra

Infantry
De Att

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

5

5+

–

4+

10

–/12

65

Regiment (20)

5

5+

–

4+

12

–/16

90

Horde (40)

5

5+

–

4+

25

–/23 150

Special

Special

Shambling

Shambling

Options

Options
• Exchange shields for two-handed weapons for free

• Undead Giant Rats (Dogs?) (+10 pts)

The Necromancers and Vampires can rely on
the Skeletons’ unquestionable esprit de corpse.

(lower Defence to 4+, gain Crushing Strength (1))
• Undead Giant Rats (Dogs?) (+10 pts)

Revenants are the reanimated rests of elite
fighters, belonging to Guard regiments and other
troops that were better equipped and trained
than the average. This results in tougher, more
skilled and more resilient undead warriors.

Soul Reaver Infantry
Unit Size
Troop (10)

Skeleton Archers
Unit Size

75

Options

85

Horde (40)

Ne Pts

5

Phalanx, Shambling

Ne Pts
–/13

De Att

Troop (10)

Special

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

Sp Me Ra

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

Infantry
De Att
8

Ne Pts

Troop (10)

5

6+

5+

3+

–/12

75

Regiment (20)

5

6+

5+

3+

10

–/16 100

Horde (40)

5

6+

5+

3+

20

–/23 165

Sp Me Ra

Infantry

De Att

Ne Pts

6

3+

–

5+

20 11/13 180

Regiment (20) 6

3+

–

5+

25 15/17 260

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Lifeleech (2)

Vampire Knights on foot with two-handed
greatswords.
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Wraiths

Infantry

Werewolves

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Large Infantry

Unit Size

Sp Me Ra

De Att

Troop (10)

10

4+

–

6+

10

–/12 140

Regiment (3)

Sp Me Ra
9

3+

–

De Att
5+

9

Ne Pts

Regiment (20) 10

4+

–

6+

12

–/16 200

Horde (6)

9

3+

–

5+

18 15/17 245

12/14 160

Special

Special

Crushing Strength (1), Fly, Shambling

Crushing Strength (1), Nimble

The souls of the most powerful enemies of the
Vampires and Necromancers are cursed to a ghostly
quasi-existence, serving their masters in death.

The curse of Lycanthropy turns its victims into
huge wolf-hybrids, nigh-invulnerable to most
weapons and fighting, with speed and strength
beyond the limits of mortal flesh.

Zombies
Unit Size

Infantry

Sp Me Ra

Regiment (20) 5

5+

–

De Att
3+

15

Ne Pts
–/15

Wights
Unit Size

80

Horde (40)

5

5+

–

3+

30

–/22 130

Regiment (3)

Legion (60)

5

5+

–

3+

40

–/28 190

Horde (6)

Large Infantry
Sp Me Ra

De Att

Ne Pts

6

4+

–

5+

9

-/14 155

6

4+

–

5+

18

-/17 235

Special

Special
Shambling

Brutal, Crushing Strength (3), Shambling

Options

Text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text.

• Undead Giant Rats (Dogs?) (+10 pts)

Zombies are freshly raised corpses, and their
numbers grow exponentially during a campaign
as the bodies of felled enemy soldiers and
civilian victims alike swell their ranks.
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Zombie Trolls
Unit Size

Soul Reaver Cavalry

Large Infantry

Sp Me Ra

Sp Me Ra

Cavalry

De Att

Ne Pts

Unit Size

Regiment (3)

6

4+

–

4+

9

-/15 115

Troop (5)

8

3+

–

De Att
6+

10 12/14 195

Horde (6)

6

4+

–

4+

18

-/18 175

Regiment (10) 8

3+

–

6+

20 15/17 300

Special

Special

Crushing Strength (2), Shambling.

Crushing Strength (1), Lifeleech (2),
Thunderous Charge (2)

Turning a Troll into a zombie improves their
intelligence, but sadly at the expense of their
ferocity and regenerating ability.

Revenant Cavalry
Unit Size
Troop (5)

Sp Me Ra

Ne Pts

The Soul Reavers are composed of Vampire
knights, the most formidable living dead warriors
– few enemies are brave enough to stand their
ground against one of their devastating charges.

Cavalry
De Att

Balefire Catapult

Ne Pts

8

4+

–

5+

8

–/14 110

Regiment (10) 8

4+

–

5+

16

–/17 170

Special

Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
5

–

5+

War Engine
De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
–/11 100

Special

Shambling, Thunderous Charge (2)

The knights that have fallen fighting the undead
are often condemned to renege their vows in the
most odious of ways, feasting on the souls of
those they had sworn to defend in life.

Blast (D6+2), Indirect Fire, Piercing (2), Reload!,
Shambling, Vicious

Certainly not precise or fast, the skeletons
crewing these war machines are nevertheless
more reliable than their living counterparts and
totally relentless in their occupation.
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Revenant King
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
5

4+

–

De Att
5+

5

Ne Pts
14/16 120

Undead Army
Standard Bearer
Unit Size
1

Special

Sp Me Ra
5

5+

–

Crushing Strength (1),Individual, Inspiring, Surge (6)

Special

Options

Individual, Inspiring, Shambling

• Mount on an undead horse, increasing Speed to 8
(+20 pts) and changing to Hero (Cav)

Options

Buried in their barrows together with their most
precious weapons and armour, the Revenant
Kings make superb officers for the legions of
Skeletons and Revenants.

Revenant King
on Undead Wyrm
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
7

4+

–

Hero (Mon)
De Att
5+

9

Ne Pts

De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
–/13

Most undead are uninterested in honour and
duty, but the sorceries that imbue the gory
standards of their armies are a source of
unliving energy that sustains the minions of the
Undead Lords.

Cursed Pharaoh
1

Special

Sp Me Ra
5

3+

–

Hero (Inf)
De Att
6+

5

Ne Pts
15/17 145

Crushing Strength (3), Surge (6), Inspiring

Special

Options

Crushing Strength (2), Individual, Inspiring,
Regeneration (5+), Surge (6)

• Mount on a Winged Wyrm, increasing Speed to 10
and gaining Fly (+45 pts).

A Great King of old buried together with its
most mighty and faithful war-steed.

50

• Mount on an undead horse, increasing Speed to 8
(+15 pts) and changing to Hero (Cav)

Unit Size

18/20 190

Hero (Inf)

Driven by a willpower that conquered death itself
centuries past, these fallen nobles are almost
unstoppable in their unquenchable wrath. Great
is their ire and the vengeance they exact on
those that are greedy and foolish enough to dare
violate their majestic burial complexes.
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Lykanis
Unit Size
1

Vampire on
Undead Pegasus

Hero (Lrg Inf)
Sp Me Ra
9

3+

–

De Att
5+

5

Ne Pts

Unit Size

13/15 145

1

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Inspiring (Werewolves only),
Nimble

Hero (Lrg Cav)

Sp Me Ra

De Att

10

5+

3+

–

8

Ne Pts
14/16 245

Special
Crushing Strength (2), Fly, Inspiring, Lifeleech (2),
Surge (3)

The feral leader of the pack.

Options
• Heal (2) for +10pts
• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20pts

An undead Pegasus allows the Vampire to
move even faster across the battlefield.

Vampire Lord
Unit Size
1

Sp Me Ra
7

3+

Vampire on
Undead Dragon

Hero (Inf)
–

De Att
6+

8

Ne Pts
14/16 220

Unit Size

Special

1

Crushing Strength (2), Individual, Inspiring,
Lifeleech (2), Surge (3)

Hero (Lrg Cav)

Sp Me Ra

De Att

10

5+

3+

–

Ne Pts

10 17/19 330

Special
Breath Attack (10), Crushing Strength (3), Fly,
Inspiring, Lifeleech (2), Surge (3)

Options
• Heal (2) for +10pts

Options

• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20pts

• Heal (2) for +10pts

• Mount on an undead horse, increasing Speed to 9
(+15 pts) and changing to Hero (Cav)

• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20pts

These most powerful undead lords combine
an unparalleled fighting ability with great
necromantic powers.

The sight of one of these mighty creatures
soaring above the battlefield is often enough to
spread blind panic amongst the enemy.
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Liche King
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
5

5+

–

De Att
4+

1

Mhorgoth the Faceless [1]

Ne Pts

Unit Size

14/16 145

1

Sp Me Ra

De Att

10

6+

4+

–

1

Hero (Inf)
Ne Pts
17/19 270

Special

Special

Individual, Inspiring, Regeneration (5+), Surge (12)

Bane-chant (4), Fireball (15), Fly, Heal (6),
Individual, Lightning Bolt (6), Regeneration (5+),
Surge (12), Very Inspiring

Options
• Heal (6) for +20pts, or free to replace Surge.
• Lightning Bolt (5) for +35pts
• Bane-chant (3) for +20pts
• Mount on an undead horse, increasing Speed to 8
(+20 pts) and changing to Hero (Cav)

Ancient kings who prolonged their wicked lives
using forbidden arts until their bodies wasted
away, the accursed Liche Kings are perhaps the
most skilled of undead sorcerers.

Necromancer
Unit Size
1

5+

If your army includes Mhorgoth, you may upgrade
any one non-allied unit in the army (except for
Heroes), imbuing it with the arcane power of
the Faceless himself (+25 points). The unit thus
upgraded has the Regeneration (5+) special rule.

A curse upon the whole world, Mhorgoth the
Faceless, the greatest of Necromancers, rises
again to continue his unholy quest – turning all
living things into undead abominations under
his control.

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
5

Touch of Darkness

–

De Att
4+

1

Ne Pts
10/12 85

Special
Individual, Surge (8)

Options
• Heal (3) for +15pts, or free to replace Surge.
• Lightning Bolt (3) for +20pts
• Bane-chant (2) for +15pts
• Mount on an undead horse, increasing Speed to 8
(+15 pts) and changing to Hero (Cav)

Twisted wizards who have dabbled
uncautiously with the dark lore of
necromancy, these individuals have
turned into unliving servants for the
lords of the undead.

Lady Ilona
Unit Size
1

Hero (Inf)

Sp Me Ra
8

3+

–

De

At

Ne Pts

6+

8

14/16 280

Special
Crushing Strength (3), Heal (3), Individual, Inspiring,
Lifeleech (2), Lightning Bolt (3), Surge (3)

The Promise of Love Eternal
Enemy Heroes attacking Lady Ilona receive –1 to hit
in melee.

Text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text,
text, text,
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Modelling Notes

Unit Footprint, Movement
Trays and Multibases

these solutions as ‘multibases’. Multibases
are very useful, but make sure that the
multibase itself conforms to the correct
size for the ranked up models as if their
were mounted onto their individual bases.
To continue the example above, you could
mount the 20 Elf infantry models directly
onto a 100x80mm multibase.

If a unit consists of a large number of
models, it is far more convenient when
moving it around to place a ‘movement
tray’ underneath it – that way you
effectively have a single object to move on
the battlefield rather than a large number
of them (say 20 Elf infantry models). This
speeds up gameplay immensely. The ideal
movement tray is a piece of plastic, thick
cardboard or plasticard that is cut to the
exact space occupied by the bases of the
models forming the unit, and painted
to match the colour of their bases. For
example, a regiment of 20 Elf infantry
models occupy a rectangluar tray 100mm
wide and 80mm deep. If the tray has a
little ‘lip’ around the unit (normally up to
a couple of millimetres wide), this does not
matter and player should agree to either
always ignore the lip when measuring
distances (our favourite solution) or to
always measure distances from/to it – as
long as this is done consistently for all
units and both sides, it should not present
a problem.

Unit Leaders,
Banners and Musicians

It is even faster, not to mention more
practical, to actually glue the models’
bases directly onto the tray – that way you
have an army that effectively consists of a
very small number of individual ‘elements’
– very compact and easy to store and
transport. Some people even go to the
next level, and glue their models directly
onto the tray, without first placing them
on their individual bases. We refer to

Some units include models that are
equipped differently from the rest of the
unit - normnally the unit’s leader, bannerbearer and musician. These models count
as equipped like the rest of the models
in the unit and have a purely decorative
function in the game – placed in the front
rank of your unit, they offer you a good
chance of showing off your painting skills
and help making the unit look splendid
and unique.

This last way of mounting models directly
onto the multibase offers great modelling
opportunities, as the multibase can
effectively be treated as a mini-diorama
in itself, creating great looking and very
individual units like the ones shown below.
You might even end up with a little more or
less than the correct number of models on
the multibase – this is fine, but it must be
reasonably close to the correct amount, so
that there is no chance of misleading your
opponents in regards to the real size of the
unit. It’s best to quickly explain to your
opponent what your units are before you
play to clarify anything like this.
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To continue your epic battles, and for
army building hints and tips, find us online at...

www.manticgames.com

